
 

Washington State Progressive Caucus Questionnaire 2020 

Submission Note: The submission deadline for this questionnaire is ten days prior to the membership 
meeting where the candidate’s endorsement will be considered. Please refer to the questionnaire 
deadline and meeting date here: https://waprogressives.org/endorsements/endorsement-policy-and-
timeline/.  
 

⮚ This questionnaire must be submitted to waprogressives@gmail.com to be considered. 
 
Explanatory Note: Our endorsements (and sometimes donations) are generally made to people 
running for the state legislature, municipal and county offices, public utility commissioners, etc. If you 
are running for such an office, you may wonder why we are asking questions about state-wide or 
national issues. The reason is that local officeholders are tomorrow's senators, representatives and 
governors. Even if you have nothing of the sort in mind now, you may easily feel differently in a few 
years. We want to put people into the pipeline from, as Howard Dean once put it, “the Democratic wing 
of the party.” We are old fashioned enough to think that the New Deal and the Great Society were good 
ideas and modern enough to be up to speed on all the latest organizing methods and apps. If you have 
reservations about answering any of these questions, please explain why. 
 
Candidate Name: Devin Kuh  
Position Sought: State Representative Legislative District 14-Position 2 
Campaign Manager: Will be determined by 8/20 
Consultant: Kallie Kurtz 
Campaign Email:electkuh@gmail.com 
Campaign Phone: 5097747430 
Website: electkuh.com 
Campaign Address: 116 NW Academy CT. White Salmon Wa, 98672 
Do you request the endorsement of the Progressive Caucus? 
Yes 

Labor 
 

Do you support raising state and federal minimum wages? To what level? 
 

Yes I support raising state and federal minimum wages. It is essential that our workers are provided a 

living wage. I believe we should raise the minimum wage to $15/hour and tie the wage to median income and/or 

inflation to ensure that we do not experience the same minimum wage stagnation we have seen.  

 

What legislation would you support to make organizing unions easier? 
 
One big priority would be to enact legislation that creates penalties for firing or otherwise discouraging 

workers who are attempting to unionize. Another type of legislation I support is that which would encourage dues 

paying membership within unionized industries. 

 

 

Education 
 

What is your opinion of high stakes testing?  How would you change the way students and teachers are 
evaluated? 
 

As a high school teacher this is very near and dear to my heart. I feel like high stakes testing unfairly sorts 

and ranks our students based on a certain skill set and the opportunities and privileges they have been granted not 

based on the capabilities or intelligence of our students. I believe in providing local control to school districts with 

guidance about holistic evaluations of students and teachers that are able to be adapted to be culturally relevant to 

https://waprogressives.org/endorsements/endorsement-policy-and-timeline/
https://waprogressives.org/endorsements/endorsement-policy-and-timeline/
mailto:waprogressives@gmail.com
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the communities being served. We need to be able to fund schools based off of need, not off of performance. 

Schools that are struggling need to receive the most support. Just like a student who is struggling needs more 

attention and support, not more reminders that they are struggling. Mastery style transcripts and narrative grading 

is a far more effective and meaningful way for students to be able to see their strengths and know what steps to 

take in order to grow. Similar systems can be created to evaluate and support teacher development.  

 

What is your opinion of charter schools? 

 

 While I attended a k-8 charter school and have first hand seen the value of the freedom and local control 

that often comes with charter schools, they also have been shown to at times exacerbate racial segregation in our 

public school systems and can drain funds from traditional public schools that need more support. We need to 

work to decrease this racial segregation in our schools and ensure we are systematically decreasing the 

opportunity gaps that are so prevalent in education. I want as many students as possible attending their local 

school to ensure that resources, attention and support are focused on schools that serve ALL students. 

 

Environment    
 
How would you promote development of alternative energy and prevent privatization of natural 
resources? 
 The key to promoting development of alternative energy sources is to ensure that the negative 

externalities of fossil fuels are included in the cost of these resources. By supporting these industries and not 

holding them (or consumers) accountable for the environmental impacts of their energy use, we have made fossil 

fuels appear artificially cheap. We need government intervention to help the market align to a more socially 

beneficial level. If we hold companies responsible for how they extract natural resources, the profit margins will 

be less massive which will decrease the financial investment in swaying politicians and public opinions towards 

allowing private companies to gain rights to extract resources on public lands. We need to work to both 

financially include the full present and future costs of resource extraction and work to educate the public on why 

we need to focus on sustainable and renewable uses for our public lands.  

  

 
What are your plans for increasing investments in renewable forms of energy production? What types 
of renewable energy do you favor most?  
 

Wind and solar energy are two of the types I favor most. While hydropower is a carbon neutral source of 

power, the massive environmental impacts of dams and reservoirs cannot be understated. The way to increase 

investments in these types of production is by ensuring that the full costs of energy production are borne by those 

selling it. This means things like carbon taxes, taxes on destruction of ecosystems by dams.  

 

Finance/Taxation 

 

What would you do to facilitate implementation of public banking and monetary reform? 
 

 I would support Sen. Bob Hasegawa’s proposal for a Washington Investment Trust. It makes perfect 

financial success for us to work as a state to provide the loans needed for our infrastructure and renewable energy 

development to ensure that they are affordable and any profits from this sort of loaning is fed back into state 

programs to promote the well being of our residents. This is a proposal that should be very appealing to my 

district with its large amount of agriculture. Creating a state bank like North Dakota’s will allow them more 

financial stability and help us be able to incentivize the use of best agricultural practices to ensure we are 

sustainable in our food production.  

 

What solutions do you propose to fix WA State's highly regressive tax system? 
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Instituting taxes like the big business tax, recently passed in Seattle, that hold large employers 

accountable for their impacts on communities are a crucial way to create more tax revenue and make small 

businesses more competitive in the job market by making their labor costs relatively lower. Large businesses 

benefit greatly from our public systems and the quality of life we provide that attracts employees, but do not pay 

their fair share. We must ensure that they are adequately paying into these public services. Introducing a 

progressive income tax and lowering sales tax would go a long way to help us make our tax code less regressive. 

Since we are starting at 0% for income tax, we could propose a highly progressive income tax that could largely 

only affect top earners and keeps Washington a state that leaves the paycheck in the pocket of low and middle 

level earners. Additionally, I think these are massively important steps that need to be taken which would allow us 

to re-evaluate high sales and property taxes that impact those with lower incomes the most. It will be crucial to do 

this, because a carbon tax is also regressive, but I think it is a crucial step for radically changing our climate 

behavior and protecting our world.  
 
 

Health Care/Retirement 
 

Explain your position (for or against) Medicare for All (aka single payer health care) in terms of the 
effect on local citizens, service providers, and government. 
 

I am strongly for Medicare for All. A single payer health care system will allow our community to get the 

access to high quality healthcare they all deserve and our government to have a high amount of bargaining power 

with providers and drug companies to ensure that survival is not a commodified and capitalized good.  This is 

particularly important for largely rural communities like my district. In these areas access to quality, affordable 

and local healthcare is even harder. Additionally, this will allow the government to lower the costs it spends on 

emergency medicine for those facing poverty who aren’t able to get preventative care and issues develop into 

larger issues that then need urgent attention and the government foots the bill. For service providers, they will be 

able to focus on giving the best care, rather than the care that bills the best for them through insurance companies 

who are looking to profit through providing stability and care.  

 

What policies do you oppose and what polices would you promote with respect to Social Security and 
Medicare? 
 

Social Security must be protected and expanded to ensure it thrives for years to come. We cannot privatize these 

vital government services. If we cannot prioritize our sick and elderly, what is the point of a central government?  

 

I support removing the cap on payroll tax at a Federal level to ensure that everyone is paying a fair share into the 

social security system and that we are able to increase the amount paid out to those who are most dependent on 

social security. Additionally, I support Bernie Sanders’ proposal to create an Elderly CPI to tie cost of living 

increases to ensure Social Security benefits keep pace with rising housing and health care costs. 

 

In terms of Medicare, I believe in Medicare for all which will bring more money and funding into this healthcare 

option and then be able to better provide for our elderly residents.  

 

Security/Public Safety 
 

How would you act to stop the militarization of local police forces and establish civilian oversight of law 
enforcement? 

 
I would work to decrease state funding for both state patrol and funding for local PD departments and move 

this funding to re-invest in social programs for our communities that have shown to create healthier communities 
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and increased public safety. I would work to ensure that we are re-investing in communities and looking to treat 

problems rather than symptoms. My goal is less about increasing accountability and a demilitarization(while both 

are important, one just punishes people for wrong doing or tries to persuade them not to do wrong or just gives 

them a smaller sticker), but focusing on how we can support communities to have the resources and stability they 

need to be crime free and flourish. By doing this we minimize the need for policing, minimize the opportunity for 

abuse of this power and shift towards community centric models based on trust, rehabilitation and 

supporting/providing for citizens rather than punishing and surveilling. 

  

How would you preserve national security while protecting American’s right to privacy? 

 

Protecting American’s privacy is vital, and we must ensure that our surveillance efforts are well founded, and 

adhere to the due process promised by the constitution. The key in my mind to national security is sound 

diplomatic relationships and processes to ensure that we are in accordance with the larger global community and 

working in unison with our allies across the world. Through a focus on promoting world stability, strong 

economic and social relationships across the globe, we can help provide stability for all and decrease the threats to 

our nation that arise through aggressive militaristic policies and practices that put us on a war footing with a large 

number of nations.  

 

General 
 

● Do you consider yourself a Democrat? Do you consider yourself a progressive? Why? 
I consider myself both a Democrat and a progressive. I believe strongly in providing for those 

living in our communities and ensuring that our policies are centering their needs rather than my 

own moralistic ideals. I want to work to provide opportunities and stability to people from all 

walks of life and ensure that the uber rich are held accountable for passing the wealth they 

accumulated off the labor of the working class back to the communities they are in. Our nation is 

too wealthy to have people without health care or high quality democratic education. I believe 

strongly in social justice and equity. Both of these must be centered in all policy decisions. It is 

not a matter of civil rights laws, but ensuring that every law we pass centers increasing equity and 

providing for those without a voice and most impacted by our decisions.  

 

 

 
● What parts, if any, of the Washington State Democratic Party Platform (🡸 click link to view) do 

you disagree with? Why?  
 

The keyway I differ from the WSDPP is in the statement about education. While I agree with 

everything said, I strongly believe their needs to be a larger and more obvious section dedicated 

to systematically addressing the opportunity gaps we see in education. I believe equity and social 

justice must be centered in each part of our platforms. Especially in education. 

 
● If this is not your first election, what other offices have you run for? If it is your first campaign, 

what other campaigns (candidate or issue) have you participated in? What did you learn from 
those campaigns? 

 

This is my first election. I have not been involved with other campaigns before beyond student 

body elections for myself. The main thing I learned through those is that outreach to as many 

different groups as possible is key. I was successful by engaging with Freshman(newer and 

younger voters) and giving them the opportunity to get to know me and my ideals as they were 

entering the landscape.  While older students make up an important share, just like established 

voters, they will be harder to change their minds of. So I want to focus on turning out all of these 

https://www.wa-democrats.org/sites/wadems/files/documents/Washington%20State%20Democrats%20-%20Platform%20-%20180616.pdf
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older voters by creating enthusiasm about a progressive platform and reaching out to younger 

voters and helping them see from the beginning the benefits of progressive ideals.  

 

 

● Have you ever been a precinct committee officer or held other Democratic organization offices? 
 

no 

 

● What single issue is the most important motivator for your run for office? What proposals do you 
have for dealing with it? 

 

I was spurred to run by the lack of Democratic options available in my district. However, the 

failings of our education system are what have consistently pushed me to find more ways to be 

involved and effect larger changes. I believe students should be attending their neighborhood 

public school as much as possible. I believe we need to systematically address the re-segregation 

of our schools. I believe we need to re-direct funding streams to refund education and ensure that 

schools receive funding based on NEED, not test scores. I believe we need to systematically 

address opportunity gaps and look at how we can rearrange resources to equitably provide for all 

our students. I believe we need to rethink suspensions and expulsions and ensure that our system 

of consequences in schools are supportive, culturally responsive and geared towards helping 

students find success in their academic settings.  

 

 

● Are there also important secondary issues? Describe your approach to implementing solutions? 

 
The important secondary issues to me are ensuring that healthcare is a right for all those living 

within the State of Washington and that we are developing our economy in a sustainable fashion. 

My approach to implementing a solution to healthcare is moving to a single payer health care 

system that is provided to those within the state. This will allow us to pool resources to ensure 

that health care is high quality and accessible. One possible additional funding stream to support 

this is business taxes that would be less than their current healthcare costs, but will direct that 

private investment into a public system that supports all residents and isn’t tied to employment.  

 

We have seen the devastating impact of COVID on both the health and economic opportunities of 

rural communities. Unfortunately, our current representatives have been doing nothing to support 

rural working families through this time.  It is essential for us to work towards addressing these 

issues to stand up for their rights and well-being.  

 

As far as sustainable economic development, I believe we must raise the costs of land leases 

being offered and the standards expected of companies if they want to extract natural resources 

from public lands. We need to ensure that the economic and environmental costs of these 

extractions are borne by the producers and consumers to help incentivize best practices that will 

sustain our environment and economy for years to come without mortgaging our future with poor 

practices today. We also need to incentivize technological developments to allow us to sustain 

industry without degrading the environment. Although a carbon tax is regressive, I believe it is an 

important step to take to help those costs be borne by society and give the state the funding it 

needs to move us away from unsustainable practices. Careful consideration of how the carbon tax 

is applied could help minimize the regressive economic impacts of it.  
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● If you are running in a heavily Republican area, do you have a reasonable chance at winning? If 
not, how do you plan to use your candidacy to build ongoing connections among local people 
who share progressive values? 

I believe we do have a shot at winning this seat. The incumbent’s margin of victory dropped 14 

percent in 2018 and there is a growing population of young people and members of the Latinx population. 

Both of these groups have had low turnout in this district historically. I am optimistic that with a 

concerted push to increase voter registration and outreach to the rural working families that make up this 

district we will be able to appeal to them with progressive values. These values have not been largely 

shared or promoted in this district because of appeals to the center and a belief that it is too red to 

compete which has shifted away resources.  Progressive campaigning has just begun in the area since 

Trump’s election. This time around we have a serious campaign driven by data with consultants and 

campaign managers to push forward a type of organized progressive campaign that hasn’t existed in this 

district before. This will help organize the district this cycle and for future cycles to create the potential to 

flip and keep seats. 

I want to change that and make sure that people are organizing and spending money to reach out 

to all of the communities and ensure that they are given a progressive option, and know how these 

policies will positively affect a rural working class community. Even if we do not win, I believe this is an 

exceptionally important election to show that this district is flappable and the state and national party need 

to give it focus and attention as we try to connect with the community and share our progressive values.  


